
The meaning(s) of molecular structure

Helsinki winter school, Dec 14 2010

Structure in chemistry over scales from mm to μm to nm and beyond

Different notions of structure

All about bond lengths and bond angles and the approximations from which they come

What experimentalists measure, what quantum chemists calculate, and the validity of
making superficial comparisons

NO3: A molecule with a debatable structure



Lysozyme Oxygen dihydride

Oxalic acid Potassium hydrogen phthalate

X-ray crystallography: Bragg, von Laue, Debye

First molecular structures about 1915 (von 
Laue with copper sulfate), benzene in 1928.



Ribosome                              Bad protein                          Good protein

DNA



Beta sheet Alpha helix



Different notions of “structure” in proteins



Going a little bit further…

The simplest amino acid: glycine



Going a little bit further…

The simplest amino acid: glycine



Thirteen conformers!!!!!!!!







                           Going a little bit further yet…

“Electronic structure”: Generally associated 
with how electrons are described by orbitals; 
allows a great deal of qualitative insight and 
predictions of chemical reactivity.    We won’t 
discuss this, just the use of theory and 
experiment to study the “structure” as 
described by the nuclear positions.    



Some “measures” of structure in molecules

Bond length (internuclear separation)
Bond angle
Dihedral angle

Hybridization

Point-group symmetry 

Non-bonded contacts (helix, β-sheet, 
active site interactions etc.)

Absolute configuration (chiral compounds)
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Molecular quantum mechanics in five slides
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Which oxygen is “special”?



This sense of structure “works” for stationary
states of the molecular Hamiltonian



The Born-Oppenheimer Approximation

Fix nuclei



Potential energy surfaces: 
The central paradigm of chemistry



The simplest definition of a 
molecular structure

Geometry that minimizes the Born-Oppenheimer
electronic energy => dV/dq=0 

“Equilibrium structure”  aka “re structure”



Virtues of the equilibrium structure

Well-defined.

The same for all isotopic species of a molecule.

Not dependent on temperature.

Easily computable by quantum chemistry.

Problem with the equilibrium structure

Does not correspond to an experimental observable.

Can be reached, via perturbation theory, from spectroscopy,
but data required rarely available, not necessarily appropriate.

Consequence: “Bond length”, “bond angle” and so on are terms that
 mean different things to different people.



What should one make of this?



What do we mean by 
“molecular structure”?

Experimentally determined parameters

                                      “r0 structure” 

Comes from microwave spectroscopy, provides best fit to a set of 
rotational constants that are fit to an effective Hamiltonian that
Reproduces the rotational level structure of the molecule.  For
 polyatomics, there is no rigorous physical interpretation of these
parameters; this is simply the equilibrium structure of the
molecule when the rigid-rotor approximation is imposed.

                                      “rs structure”

From microwave spectroscopy, provides best isotopic shifts in
rotational constants.  Also lacks a precise and rigorous
geometric interpretation.



What do we mean by
“molecular structure”?

Experimentally determined parameters

                                      “rg structure” 

Comes from electron diffraction via analysis of radial distribution
Function. Corresponds to | |2 where  is the vibronic wavefunction 
of the molecule. This is a meaningful quantity that is well-defined
in a quantum mechanical sense; it represents the
 mean distance between nuclear positions.

                                      “r   structure”

From diffraction experiments, especially x-ray diffraction.  This
Corresponds to the distance between mean nuclear positions.





Mean nuclear
    positions



Equilibrium nuclear
         positions
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rg

r  < rg



What do we mean by
“molecular structure”?

Theoretically determined parameters

While vibrational perturbation theory allows us, in principle,
to calculate any type of “structure” mentioned just now,
quantum chemists much prefer the “re” structure.  This
corresponds to the minimum on the Born-Oppenheimer
potential energy surface and is well-defined.

However, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is, after all,
an approximation and there really are no potential energy
surfaces.  An equilibrium structure  is simply a construct
and does not exist in reality.
                                      



However this is largely an academic
issue, because we all agree that
water looks like this:

    104.5o

r  0.96 Å



And now, a molecule that we might not all agree
upon
NO3 : First observed by Chappuis in 1881
           Important atmospheric oxidizing agent
           Notorious theoretical problem
          

                                    It's C2v!!!
Nelson Pasternak and McDonald JPC 87, 1286 (1983)
Davy and Schaefer JCP 91, 4410 (1989)
Stanton, Gauss and Bartlett JCP 94, 4084 (1991)
Kim, Hammond, Lester and Johnston CPL 161,131 (1990)
Kim, Hunter and Johnston JCP 96, 4067 (1992)
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                                  No, it's D3h
Friedl and Sander JPC 91, 2721 (1987)
Kawaguchi, Hirota, Ishiwata and Tanaka JCP 93,  951 
(1990)
Kaldor CPL 166, 599 (1990)
Stanton, Gauss and Bartlett JCP 97, 5554 (1992)



Degenerate modes have two components 
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Representation of the potential for a
degenerate mode
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Tangential motion - Corresponds to pseudorotation coordinate

Radial motion - Corresponds to expansion/contraction of structure

b2 symmetry in C2v

a1 symmetry in C2v



Red contours above mound

Blue contours below mound

Contour level 0.5 meV (4 cm-1)

Mound (47 cm-1)

Minimum (0 cm-1)

Pseudorotation

barrier (43 cm-1)



Two-dimensional model potential for v4 
Vibration in X2A2' ground state of NO3

Diabatic frequency (eV)                      

0.1295

X/B gap (eV)                                         

1.9516
B state Jahn-Teller coupling (eV)       

0.0785

Pseudo Jahn-Teller coupling (eV)       
0.3649
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~ ~
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Surface

Wavefunction
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“Take home” points:

● Structure, in its various meanings, is central to science in areas ranging from
       biochemistry and human disease to nanoscience to astronomy.

● Our notions of structure, and also potential energy surfaces, comes from the
       Born-Oppenheimer approximation.   We would be lost without it.

● Structure, as measured by experiment, can mean different things.

● Structure, as calculated by quantum chemistry, usually means something different.

●  Always be careful when comparing calculated structures to experiment!

● Usually (like water) the differences are not very important.

● But sometimes they are.   Always know what the experimenter is measuring and
       what the quantum chemist is calculating.
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